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Hgading gf Judg.nlent i4 MACT case,

BEFORE THE MEMBER OF THE MOTOR ACCIDENT
CLAIM TRIBUNAL, SONITPU& TEZPUR

Present: Sri J.M.Barman , A,rS,
Member, MACI Sonitpur
Tezpur

MAC Nq. (I) Case No-i 199 / 20.1=9

1. Sri Bhaskar Jyoti Hazarika

S/O - Late Padum Hazarika
Vil! - Gunamara,
PO - Hatbor,

P.S. - Kaliabor

Dist: Nagaon (Assam)

Present Address

Vill - Muslim Gaon, Beseria.

PO - Beseria.

Dist - Sonitpur(Assam)
'--claimants

-Vs-

1. Sri Nabajyoti Bhuyan

S/O-Sri Naresh Bhuyan
R/O-VIllage- Panigaon

PO - Borbhagia

Dist: Nagaon (Assam)
----owner of the offending vehicle

2. Sri Bimal Dahal
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S/O - Kamal Daha!

R/O - Dharampur
PO - Kuhimari

PS - Uluani

Dist - Nagaon(Assam)
---- Driver of the offending vehicle

ICICI Lombard Genera! Insurance Co Ltd
G.S. Road, Down Town, Guwahati
Dist - Kamrup(M)
---- Insurer of the offending vehicle

----opposite pafties.

Date of argument: 21 ,07.2022
Date of Judgment: 2Qb B.ZOZ}

APPEARANCE:

:- ,i Advocate for the claimant: Mrs. M. Hazarika

Advocate for the opposite party No.1 & 2: Mrs. B. sasoni
Advocate for the opposite party No. 3: Mr. K. K. Bordoloi

JUDGMENT

1. This is a claim arising out of a petition, filed by

the claimant Bhaskar Jyoti Hazarika under section 166

of MV act for granting compensation of Rs.15,

00,000.00 (Rupees fifteen lakhs) on account of
grievous injury sustained by him in a motor vehicle

accident occurred on 10.03.2018 at about 3.50 pM
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Amoni Tiniali , under Salona pp of Samaguri p.S of

Nagaon District.

2. The facts narrated in the claim petition is in
brief is that on 10/03 l20LB, the claimant was waiting

for bus at Amoni Tiniali on the extreme Ieft side of the

road of NH-37 to proceed to his home, but all of a
sudden the offending vehicle bearing registration

number AS-02T-0t22, which was driven by the rider

in a rash and negligent manner had dashed him from

the back side thereby causing the accident. Due to

the impact of the aforesaid accident the claimant had

sustained grievous injury on his person and he was

immediately admitted at Jakhalabandha CHC for

medical treatment, but the attending doctors after

giving the preliminary aid, considering the serious

condition of the claimant had referred him to
Guwahati Medical College and Hospital (in short

GMCH) Guwahati for better medical treatment. The

claimant fufther submitted that accordingly he was

admitted at GMCH Guwahati on 1tl}3lZ}LB and took

the treatment there till 17105120L9, but as he had not

recovered fully from the injuries, he had again taken

treatment before Dr. Ekram, Patna for better medica!

treatment and till date he had already incurred an

amount of t 5 lakhs in his medical treatment. The

claimant fufther submitted in his claim petition that
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that he was employed in a private firm at the relevant

time of accident and used to earn an amount of t
10,000( Rupees ten thousand ) only per month. But

after the accident he had suffered total permanent

disability of 600/o and could not do any work. The

claimant further submitted that the aforesaid accident

was caused due to the rash and negligent driving of

the rider of the offending vehicle bearing registration

number AS-02T-0L22 and hence he prays an amount

of t 15 lakhs as compensation for the injury sustained

by him in a road traffic accident.

3. Opposite party No:1 & 2 is the owner and the

driver namely Nabajyoti Bhuyan and Bimal Dahal of

the offending vehicle bearing registration number AS-

02T-0t22 and both of them after receiving the

notices from this tribunal, have contested the

proceeding by filing a joint written statement. In their

written statement opposite party No: 1 & 2, opposite

party No: 1 Nabajyoti Bhuyan has admitted that he is

a registered owner of the motor cycle bearing

registration number AS-02T-0L22, and on the date of

occurrence opposite party No: 2 had drove the

vehicle. According to the Opposite party 2/ the rider

he has possessed valid driving license bearing No: D/L

No. AS-02-20150062149 issued by DTO, Nagaon.

Opposite party No:1 & 2 further submitted in their
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written statement that at the relevant time of accident

the motor cycle bearing registration number AS-02T-

0L22 was duly insured with ICICI Lombard GIC LTD

vide policy number 3005/A1/11 590424100/000 and

same was valid from 26-05-20t7 till 25-05-2018.

Opposite party No:2/ rider the specifically deposed in

the joint written statement that there was no any rash

and negligent driving on his part. Opposite party

No:1 &2 denied the other averment of the claim

petition and prays to dismiss the claim petition filed

by the claimant.

4. ICICI Lombard GIC LTD, branch office

Downtown, GS road, Guwahati/ opposite pafi No:3

also contested the proceeding by filing in their written

statement. In their written statement the opposite

party No:3 took the plea of the maintainability of the

present claim petition filed by the claimant under

section 166 of Motor Vehicle Act. Opposite party No: 3

further submitted that although the claimant stated in

his claim petition that the alleged accident had taken

place on L0l03l20t9, but he has filed the claim

petition before this Tribunal on 4lttl20t9 after a long

gap of almost 1 year 7 month 25 days which is not

tenable and sustainable in the eye of law or facts and

hence the case is barred by section 2 (1) and 3 of

Iimitation Act. Opposite party No: 3 /insurance
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company has denied the averment made by the

claimant in his claim petition. According to opposite

party No: 3, there was no any rash and negligent

driving of the driver of the offending vehicle, and the

driver at the relevant time of accident had not

opposes any valid driving license and he had drove

the same without wearing any helmet. Opposite party

No: 3 fufther submitted that the claimant has not

disclosed the nature of the injury in which he had

sustain injury and hence the claimant has to prove

the rash and negligent driving of the driver of the

offending vehicle by producing al! the relevant

documents Salona P.p. GDE No: L7Slt77 Dated

10.03.2018 under Samoguri police station to
substantiate the fact of sole negrigence of the driver

of the offending vehicle. According to opposite party

No: 3, the compensation claimed by the claimant !s

highly exorbitant excessive and without any valid

documents and hence they pray to dismiss the claim

petition with cost.

5. On the basis of the pleadings of both the

parties, the following issues have been framed by my

learned predecessor.

a. Whether the accident took place on 10.03.2018

at about 3.50 PM due to the rash and negligent

driving of the driver of the vehicle bearing No:

STT^fiSXITN, UYOTI HAZ.fr.8II(A -VS. ICICI LOITBA8D qENf,ssL INSUR.fiNCE GOII.LTD C
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AS-02T-0122 ( motor cycle ) and whether Sri

Bhaskar Jyoti Hazarika was injured due to the

alleged accident?

b. Whether the claimant isl are entitled to get

compensation as prayed for and if So, from

whom and to what extent?

6. In order to prove the case, the claimant Bhaskar

Jyoti Hazarika has examined himself as CW-l and

exhibited some documents. The opposite party No.3

/ICIO Lombard General Insurance Co. Ltd duly cross-

examined the claimant, but has not adduced any

witness in suppoft of their contention taken in their

written statement. Opposite pafi No: 1 & Z , owner

and driver of the offending vehicle after filing their

written statement failed to appear before this Tribunal

to cross examine the claimant.

7. I have heard the argument placed by the

learned counsel for Opposite pafi No:3. On the date

of argument, learned counsel appearing on behalf of

the claimant submitted before this Tribunat that she

will not argue the case. I have perused the evidence

on record of the claimant side.

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASO,N THEREOF:

B. Issue No: (a): (Whether the accident took place

on 7O,O3,2O78 at about g.g0 pM due to the rash

SU.*SKAR.IYON HAZ.fi.RII$. -VS. IGICI LOMBfi.8D SETERAL INSURANCE COII.LTD it
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and negligent driving of the driver of the
vehicle bearing No: AS-O2T-0L22 ( motor cycle

) and whether sri Bhaskar Jyoti Hazarika was
injured due to the alleged accident? )

9. The claimant Bhaskar Jyoti Hazarika has

examined himself as cw-1. He deposed in his

evidence that on t010312018 at about 3:50 pM, while

he was waiting for bus on the extreme left side of the

road at Amoni on NH-32 suddenly the offending

bullet ( motor cycle) bearing registration number AS-

02T-0t22 which was coming in a rash and negligent

manner ridden by its rider and knocked him from

backside, due to which he had sustained bodily injury

ie fracture of right patella, laterat condyle ,right
femur, fracture of right foot and fracture of right

humerus. cw-1 further deposed in his evidence that
immediately after the accident he was admitted at

Jakhalabandha civil Hospital, but due to his serious

condition the attending doctors, referred him to
GMCH, Guwahati for better medical treatment and he

was admitted at GMCH on 1Ll}3lzot8 and discharged

from the above mention hospital on t7lo5l2018. cw-
1 further deposed in his evidence that due to the

injuries sustained in the aforesaid accident he had

total permanent disability of 600/o, which was issued

by Joint Directors of Health services, Nagaon, Assam.
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10. In his cross-examination, he deposed that he

had not file any ejahar after the accident and no any

case had been registered in connection with the

instant accident. He fufther admitted that he had filed

the instant claim petition after 1 year 7 month 25

days after the accident. He further admitted in his

cross-examination that although he could have Iodged

the ejahar after his recovery against the driver of the

offending vehicle to prove his negligence, but in spite

of that knowledge he had not lodge any ejahar

against the rider of the motor cycle. He further

admitted in his cross-examination that as there is no

any ejahar against the accident and hence police has

not filed any charge sheet against the rider in the

instant case. He fufther admitted in his cross-

examination that in GDE 175, dated 10/03/2018 does

not disclose about the vehicle involved in the

accident. He further admitted that he had not

submitted any medical document regarding his

fracture of right leg and arm and the discharge

summery of the hospital at Patna.

11. Learned counsel appearing on behalf of the

insurance company during his argument submitted

that in the instant case the claimant has not fildany

ejahar against the rider of the offending vehicle after

the accident and hence there is no any ejahar against

gdASK.fr.B,.IYon H.frzABIKA -Vs. Ictcl LoMBA.8I, qENERAL INSURANcE coM.LTI, a
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the accident case, alleged to had taken place on

t0l03l20L9 at Amoni ( Nagaon) Learned counsel

appearing on behalf of the insurance company

submitted that on the basis of the GD entry the claim
petition could not succeed, as Hon,bte Guwahati High

court in ICIGI Lombard General Insurance co. Ltd-vs

state of Assam & others { wp (c ) No: 532glzol7 }
decided on 24.07.2018, has given to specific direction

to police administration to comply the mandatory
provision of section 158(6) of MV Act.

t2. It is admitted fact that, the injured or his family
member has not filed any ejahar against the alteged

accident that had taken place on 10.03.2018.

surprisingly the claimant (cw-1), even after his

released from the hospital, has not taken any initiative

to file any ejahar for the alleged accident.

13. No doubt, it is now weil settled that claimant in
a petition under section 166 of MV Act, has to prove

the rash and negligent driving of the driver of the
offending vehicle in preponderance of probability, and

not beyond reasonable doubt. when the ctaimant filed
the claim petition under section 166 of MV act, it is

his entire responsibility to prove the involvernent of
the offending vehicte along with rash and negligent

driving of the driver of the offending vehicle, in

manner of preponderance of probability. Had the

BfiASKAB JYon fl.'tz.fRIKA -vs. IcIcI LoMBAED qENERAL INsUEAIIcE co[r.LTD it
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claimant has filed the ctaim

163-A of MV Act matter would

the said provision is based on

the injured.

petition under section

have been different as

" no fault liability" of

L4. In this regard my attention go through the

decision of Hon'ble Apex couft in oriental
rnsurance company Ltd -vd- Meena variyar ,
2007 (5) scc 428 where in Hon'ble Apex court held

that ",,,,Therefore, the victim of an accident or
his dependants have an option either to
proceed under section 766 0f the Act or under
section 763-A of the Act once they approach
the Tribunal under section 166 of the Ac+ they
have necessarily to take upon themselves the
burden of establishing the negtigence of the
driver or owner of the vehicle concerned. But if
they proceed under sedion 163-A of the Act,
the compensation witt be awarded in terms of
the schedule without calting upon the victim or
his dependants to estabtish any negligence or
default on the part of the owner of the vehicte

or the driver of the vehicle.,,

15. Now, the instant ctaim case is filed by the

claimant under section 166 of Mv Act, not under

section 163-A of Mv Act. Hence burden of proving the

rash and negligent driving of the rider of the
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offending vehicle is upon the claimant , with the only

exception that he has prove the same on the basis of

preponderance of probability , not beyond all

reasonable doubts. But while appreciating the

evidence of the claimant (Cw-l) it reveals that he has

not even filed an ejahar against the alleged accident

that taken place on 10.03.2018 at Amoni. The

claimant (CW-l) admitted in his evidence that his

family members also had not filed any ejahar against

the erring driver of the offending vehicle and that too,

even after his released from his hospital. Cw-1

himself admitted in his cross examination that he had

not filed any ejahar after occurrence of the alleged

accident, even after knowing the fact, that to prove

the fault of the driver, an ejahar has to file before the

police station.

16. The only Purpose of lodging the ejahar

immediately after the accident is to inform the police

about the accident and initiation of the investigation

against the erring driver to find out the details of the

offending vehicle and to find out after proper

investigation as whether any accident had occurred as

alleged and whether the driver is negligent or not.

L7. But surprising the injured I claimant even after

knowing the fact ,that FIR is needed to file to prove

the factum of accident, failed to do so, even after his

afl^*sK.fr.R Jyon fl^rz^Brx.r -vs- rctcl LoilBARD qENERAL ursu8 I{cE coM.LTL iI
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( in short GMCH). From scrutiny of discharged

certificate of GMCH, Guwahati it reveats he was

admitted in the Hospita! on 11.03.18, but on the
discharge column there is overwriting on the date ie

17.03.18, ie number,, 3,, to show it as " 6" ( 17.06.18

) and there is no any explanation from the claimant

about the overwriting in the discharge date issued by

GMCH, Guwahahti. Hence it can be presumed that
injured had stayed for 6 ( six ) days at GMCH,

Guwahatl for medical treatment, if we count date of
discharge as 17.03.2018. so, the injured or his family

members even after his discharged from his hospital

have failed to file any FIR after the accident.

18. In the Judgement of Hon'ble Apex court ie ArR

where substantial delay was caused in lodging the

ejahar and hon'ble Apex Court held that ,The

purpose of lodging the FIR in such type of
cases is primarily to intimate the police to
initiate investigation of criminal offences.
Lodging of FrR certainty proves factum of
accident so that the vidim is abte to lodge a
case for compensation but delay in doing so
cannot be the main ground for rejecting the
claim petition, fn other words, although

sf,lsKAR.IYOn fl.fz.tBII(A -V$ rclcr Lof,B.f,8r, ssNE8.f.L rNSU8.*NCE COM.LTD it
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lodging of FIR is vital in deciding motor
accident claim cases, delay in lodging the same

should not be treated as fatat for such

proceedings, if claimant has been abte to
demonstrate satisfactory and cogent reasons

for it There could be variety of reasons in
genuine cases for delayed lodgment of FfR.

Unless kith and kin of the victim are able to
regain a certain level of tranguility of mind and
are composed to lodge it, even if, there is
delay, the same deserues to be condoned. fn
such circumstancesl the authenticity of the FIR

assumes much more significance than delay in
lodging thereof supported by cogent reasons.,,

19. Hon'ble Gauhati High Couft in a recent

Judgement in (2022) 1 GLT 82 ( New India
assurance Co. LTD -vs-Bhubhan Mahajan &
another), has set aside the Award passed by learned

court on the ground that the injured and his family in

spite of having knowledge of the accident, has failed
w

to filed the FIR after the accident in time , but same

was filed after a considerable delay ie after more than

one year without any proper explanation of the delay.

Hon'ble Court in para No: 27 held as follow,,

20. "fn view of the above discussion, f am of
the opinion that the claimant/respondent No, l

gu,frsKAn. JYoTI IIAZARIKJT -vs. IcIcI LoMBARD aENERTL INsURANcE GoM.LTD o
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has not come with clean hands. The

explanation given by the claimant regarding
delay in lodging the FrR is not satisfactory and
acceptable crne, As it appears that he was not
hospitalized for such a long period of more than
one year for which he did not get the
oppoftunity to inform the matter of accident in
the Police Station in time, fi is also not
propeily explained why his family members
though aware failed to inform about the
accident in the police station, No potice case

was registered against the rider of the Motor
cycle as such it cannot be said that the Motor
Cycle bearing No. AS- Ol-e-1253 was involved
in the accident causing injury to the
claimant/respondent No. I on 26.09.2004,

2L. In the instant claimant even failed to lodge any

ejahar before the police, thereby doubt arises

regarding the involvement of the vehicle in the

alleged accident.

22. claimant during his examination has exhibited

GD entry as Ext-2. From perusal of the GD entry No:

175 dated 10.03.18, it reveals that in charge of palna

out post registered the GD entry above mention after

receiving the information, but there is nothing

mention about the offending vehicle. But on the

9fl.flsK.fr.n Jyon rrAzA8rltr -vs- Icrcr LoMBARD qENERAL rNsun.tNcg coM.LTD c
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subsequent GD entry being Number t77 dated

10.03.2018, registration of the vehicle is mention and

same was taken to the police station by the police.

But there is no any evidence at all from the side of

the claimant that whether on the basis of the GD

entry case was registered against the rider and the

investigation started. As I discuss earlier, the claimant

has to prove the aforesaid fact by means of

preponderance of probability, not beyond reasonable

doubt. To prove the involvement of the alleged

offending vehicle, he may have filed the report of the

MVI, seizure list of the offending vehicle and repoft of

the investigating officer, if any. But the claimant

miserably failed to produce any document and',

examined the in-charge of Salona police post to prove

about the facum of the accident and rash and

negligent driving of the offending vehicle.

23. Further, the claimant in his claim petition stated

that accident had occurred at about 3.50 PM while he

was waiting for bus at Amoni Tinali. That means the

alleged accident, as per version of the claimant, had

occurred on the day time in a busy place like Amoni

bus stop. But surprisingly, claimant failed to examine

a single eye witness to prove the fact that rider of the

alleged offending vehicle rashly and negligently had
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committed the accident due to which claimant had

sustained injury.

24. Considering all these aspect, in my considered

opinion, the claimant failed to prove the involvement

of the alleged offending vehicle in causing the

accident as alleged by the claimant in his claim

petition. Non filing of ejahar about the accident in

time and filing of the claim petition even after 1 year

7 months 25 days without any valid reason, itself

shows that claimant has not approached this tribunar

with clean hand. It is settle law, that when one seeks

equity from the couft, he must come with clean

hands.

25. According, in my opinion, claimant failed to
prove the facts regarding involvement of the

offending vehicle bearing registration number AS-02T-

0t22 and in such circumstances whatever injury

sustained by the claimant can't be held to be

sustained in a RTA and hence claimant is not entitled

any compensation.

ORDER

26. In result, the claim petition filed by the claimant

is dismissed, as he failed to prove the factum of

accident and involvement of the alleged vehicte

bearing registration No: AS-02T-0t22 in the aforesaid

accident.
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27. Furnish a free copy of this judgment to

parties concerned as provided u/s 168(2) M V

Act within 7 (seven) days from the date of

judgment.

28. Given under my hand and seal of this

Tribunal on this 24th day of August , 2022, at

Sontipur, Tezpur

Typqd by me

itpur

Sonitpur, 1-ezpur

Member, nitpur
Moior Trbund
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